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About the Curator
Janna Graham grew up in St.Stephen, New 
Brunswick. Her passion for community radio 
was ignited at a 50 watt radio station in the 
marshes of Sackville, New Brunswick where at 
one point or another she has been a DJ, a music 
director, a reporter, a fundraiser and a station 
manager. In 2004 she worked with Prometheus 
Radio Project, a direct action, community radio 
advocacy group in Philadelphia, PA. She has 
served as a director for the National Campus / 
Community Radio Association and the Canadian 
Society for Independent Radio Production. 
Her radio work has been broadcast on Radio 
Ballroom; Stoned Wheat Thins; Ransacked 
Radio and CBC Radio and been included as part 
of the Deep Wireless Audio Art Festival and 
Radiant Dissonance. In 2003, she hosted the Full 
Moon Audio Art Camp – a week-long workshop 
for radio producers and audio artists on the 
shore of the Bay of Fundy.
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This CiTy is a Radio
Check www.pavedarts.ca or www.cfcr.ca for more information.

This CiTy is a Radio 

MaRCh 25-apRil 14, 2006
An audio art project exploring the intersection of 
radiophonic and urban space.

Co-presented by paved Art + New Media and 
CFCR 90.5 FM Community Radio.

Tune in
on CFCR
90.5 FM in 
Saskatoon.

This City is a Radio began as a nation-wide call for radio art works based around 
an idea of a sense of direction. Submissions arrived in my mailbox from scattered 
geographic locations, sounding like the imagined dreamscape of the town indicated by 
the return address.

I heard urban longing, missed exits, lost words in shopping malls and the lonesome 
highway song of talk radio. I also heard the soundwalker holding her breath, little kids 
on walkie-talkies and two friends discerning an upside-down map. The sounds of a city 
whispering its innermost secrets.

A community radio station is a strange and magical place that is both the start and 
finish line of our intrepid wanderings. The nebulous transmissions you will hear from 
Canadian artists broadcast on CFCR, and from Saskatoon artists performing live at the 
Radio Cabaret are like small aural maps ripe for exploration. When you turn on your 
radio, you are at the heart of a city.

— Janna Graham



Anna Friz is a sound and radio artist who divides 
her time between Montréal and Toronto. Over 
the past eight years she has created self-
reflexive radio for broadcast, installation and 
performance, where radio is the source, subject 
and medium of the work. She creates dynamic, 
atmospheric works equally able to reflect 
upon public media culture or to reveal interior 
landscapes. Anna has presented installations 
and performance works across Canada and in 
international media art contexts such as the 
Third Coast Audio Festival, Chicago; Digitales, 
Brussels; Club City and Arte Nueveo 
Interactiva, Yucatan. She has produced 
numerous original works for independent radio 
across Canada and the U.S., and for public radio 
in Canada, Austria, Denmark and Mexico. Anna 
is a free103point9.org transmission artist, and a 
doctoral candidate in the Communications and 
Culture programme at York University, Toronto.

radio is everywhere in their dreams 
“I composed this piece at the end of a long 
season of intensive radio listening, particularly 
listening to talk-radio news and shortwave 
static. I felt as though the radio could never 
really be turned off, and that it was always 
hovering at the edge of audibility, unseen 
but present in the air around me. I began the 

composition planning only to use an accordion 
to create sounds, but the radio had saturated 
my apartment and my dreams. I wondered if 
sleeping people were themselves like radios, 
transmitting fragments of dreams to one 
another.” (A.F.)

Vacant City Radio 
(broadcast 6:30 pm – 7:00 pm, Friday April 7) 
“Vacant City Radio is a sojourn across 
remembered radiophonic and urban spaces. I 
am interested in these moments of transition 
between the monumental past and the generic 
past particularly in the context of the relatively 
young cities of North America. Vacant City 
Radio considers ebbs in place and memory 
through ephemeral sonic and radiophonic 
representations of city, through lost sounds 
found in the dark corners of the factory and the 
radio dial.” (A.F.)
 

Monday March 27  Building a City with Radio
2:00 pm – 2:30 pm  Artist Interviews: Anna Friz

6:30 pm – 7:00 pm  Anna Friz  radio is everywhere in their dreams
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 on CFCR 90.5 FM
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Eleanor King is an interdisciplinary artist 
who works with site-specific installation, 
incorporating elements of audio, video, 
photography and sculpture. Eleanor often uses 
radio as a medium for audio performance, 
she hosts a regular radio program on CKDU 
97.5 FM in Halifax, and is co-founder of micro 
radio station Radio Ballroom 88.5 FM. Her 
work frequently includes immediate and 
improvisational materials and incorporates 
humorous elements to critique social behaviors, 
investigating consumer and tourist cultures. Her 
practice is both individual and collaborative; 
she has had solo exhibitions but also works 
regularly with partner Stephen Kelly and others. 
Stephen Kelly works with sound sculpture and 
site specific audio installation, do-it-yourself 
electronics, and low-power FM radio. Interested 
in intersections between audio art and music, 
Stephen creates kinetic, viewer-responsive 
audio exhibitions and has built several unique 
musical instruments. As a musician, Stephen 
approaches audio recording as a creative 
process and has recorded, produced, and 
released 17 albums on his independent label 
Dead Bum. In collaboration with Eleanor King, 

he has built and operated an ongoing micro-
radio station in Halifax known as Radio Ballroom 
88.5 FM.

Soundroam
This work is a sound walk, originally created for 
the exhibition Idea of North in Oslo, Norway. All 
sounds were recorded in and around Halifax 
during the spring of 2005 by Eleanor King and 
Stephen Kelly. As locals, they aimed to capture 
the sounds of Halifax from a tourist’s point of 
view. Comparing a tourist’s view to a regional 
perspective, they recorded in the streets, sat 
in backyards and saw a rock band. While they 
were in Norway, the duo edited the sounds 
to accompany the landscape of a popular 
trail on an old estate ground just outside the 
picturesque Gallery F 15 in Moss, 80 kilometres 
south of Oslo. At the gallery, visitors would pick 
up an MP3 player and follow a map created 
by King and Kelly. “We go back to the sounds 
to try and map it out with approximately how 
long it would take to go from this point to 
this point,” explains King. “Mapping what 
will happen in your soundscape based on 
your surroundings. We would do a rough cut, 

go back out and walk it through.” In some 
ways, the resulting 21-minute “Soundroam” 
follows a similar path to Glenn Gould’s radio 
documentary The Idea of North. Gould used a 
“contrapuntal radio” technique (many voices 
speaking simultaneously) in an attempt to dispel 
the popular, “romanticized…Group-of-Seven 
painting” notion of the north. King and Kelly 
manipulate typical sounds of tourism—in many 
ways a myth itself—demonstrating that one can 
feel isolated even while at “home.”

Garth Hardy is a composer and audio artist 
living in Winnipeg, MB. He graduated with 
a Master of Music in Composition from the 
University of Manitoba and has studied with 
Michael Matthews, Ian Crutchley and Rolf 
Boon. While not engaged in the arts and culture 
industry, he pursues the yeoman’s tasks of 
reclaiming urban roadways for non-petroleum 
based transportation and fighting the class war.

…and I thought Guy Debord was dead: a situ 
cartography of Winnipeg – Suite 1
Perhaps one of the most intriguing and 
compelling aspects of electroacoustics is its 
break from both the philosophical and practical 
construction methods housed within the 
compositional tradition. By utilizing recording 
devices and acousmatic compositional 
strategies on such wanderings, a radical 
cartography of the cityscape can be developed, 
allowing one to “notice the way in which certain 
areas, streets or buildings resonate with the 
sound of mind, inclinations, and desires, and to 

seek out reasons for movement other than those 
for which an environment was designed..using 
an environment for one’s own ends…” (Sadie 
Plant). 

minibloc cooks lucid and abstract pieces 
from music rooted in sounds. It fuses treated 
recordings of everyday sound made with 
contact microphones. minibloc is Anne-
Françoise Jacques and Nicolas Dion. Jacques 
studied electroacoustic composition at 
Université de Montreal. Dion is self-taught and 
is also a member of Intercom, an electro-noise 
band. minibloc  played in various festivals last 
year, including Mutek, MEG, and Pop Montreal. 

mari nu au cocktail
“il va toujours y avoir quelqu’un qui…” There’s 
that place, and that presence. And that feeling 
of something slightly displaced, out of its center. 
Maybe a kind of treacherous soundscape built 
from a stuttering geography. 

Tuesday March 28  Circumnavigation
2:00 pm – 2:30 pm  Artist Interviews: Eleanor King & Stephen Kelly, Garth Hardy, minibloc

6:30 pm – 7:00 pm  Stephen Kelly & Eleanor King  Soundroam
    Garth Hardy  …and I thought Guy Debord was dead:
    a situ cartography of Winnipeg – Suite 1
    minibloc  mari nu au cocktail

Broadcast Program
 on CFCR 90.5 FM

 tuesday m
arch 28



Marian van der Zon is an artist working in 
the genres of music, sound art, documentary, 
writing, and spoken word performance. Her 
schooling includes a BA in Women’s Studies 
from the University of Victoria and an MA in 
Media Studies from Concordia University. She 
took part in the artist-in-residence program with 
DeepWireless 2004, had an audio piece selected 
for AudioSpace2005, and has contributed sound 
documentaries and sound art to community 
radio and CBC Radio 1 for several years. She 
continues to experiment with low wattage 
transmitters, broadcasting through TAR 
(Temporary Autonomous Radio) and has been 
featured on the website of “In and Out of the 
Studio,” a project examining gender in relation 
to sound production. She presently teaches 
in the Media Studies and Women’s Studies 
departments at Malaspina University-College in 
Nanaimo, BC.

The Cultural Voice
An abstract audio art piece that explores the 
power of voice using only voice and slide banjo 
as source material. Using primarily voice, 

even for the musical components, this piece 
winds its way through aspects of culture that 
are represented and affected by voice. Issues 
around ethnicity, accent, profession, class, age, 
illness, gender, and sexuality are touched upon. 

Linda Rae Dornan was born in Belfast, Northern 
Ireland and raised in Montréal, Québec before 
moving to Sackville, New Brunswick in 1989. Her 
work is interdisciplinary, inclusive of sculpture, 
installation, video, audio, performance art 
and writing. She has taught fine arts courses 
sessionally at both Concordia University and 
Mount Allison University, curated exhibitions in 
Montréal, Charlottetown, Regina and Sackville, 
and written for art magazines such as Espace 
Sculpture, Arts Atlantic, and Visual Art News. 
She is on the boards of Struts Gallery and 
CHMA Radio in Sackville. She has completed 
artist residencies in Belfast, Northern Ireland, 
Cumbria, UK, and Chicoutimi, Québec. In 2003, 
her work was featured in the television arts 
documentary series, “Artiste dans l’âme,” 
broadcast on CBC, Radio-Canada and Bravo.

Since 1994, she has been a full-time caregiver 
to her partner, John Asimakos, who has Pick’s 
Disease, a dementia.

Do You Remember? Marshwalk: A love story. 
Blinded: An anxious, poetic quest for something 
beyond our flesh and bone, gravity weighted, 
earthly form, and the inevitability of failure.

Marc-André Roy was raised on the north 
shore of New Brunswick. A technician in radio 
broadcasting, he prefers not to have a job. He 
lives in Montréal where he produces a Sunday 
night radio show on CIBL, a listener-funded 
francophone radio station in the eastern part of 
town. Marc-Andre is also a musician but prefers 
not having a band. He lives in what is believed 
to be the smallest house in Montréal. It is also 
probably one of the smallest recording spaces 
in town.

Where do you stand on a given thought 
and where does it go without you? is an 
experimental narrative.  It does not tell a story, 
it tells a party of a story. It is witten in exquisite 
corpse fashion where a story is built collectively 
based on the last word or sentence written 
without knowing the story. The three characters 
in this piece are all looking for a certain sense of 
direction. This piece was written with commonly 
used dialogue snippets and popular English 
expressions, making it a fast-paced mind-
triggering sensory experience.

Emmanuel Madan is a musician, composer and 
sound artist based in Montréal. Having studied 
piano for fifteen years and clairinet for ten, he 
put aside these instruments, opting instead for 
the technological tools of the electronic sound 
studio as instruments for performance. In the 
early 1990s, Madan studied electroacoustic 
composition at Université de Montréal under the 
direction of Francis Dhomont. He then worked 
in radio broadcasting as an engineer, journalist, 
and producer, and was programming director 
of the bilingual radio station CHUO-FM for two 
years. Since 1998, Madan’s main focus has been 
an artistic collaboration with architect Thomas 
McIntosh known by the name (The User). To 
date, this collaboration has produced two major 
projects—Symphony for Dot Matrix Printers 
and Silophone—that have been presented on a 
regular basis at festivals and venues throughout 
Europe and North America. Madan’s solo works 
also include Final Vinyl, a performance for 
turntables and live programming. 

FREEDOM HIGHWAY is a project about mass 
media and American public discourse. Over 
a nearly two-year period, the project has 
been monitoring and intercepting talk radio 
programming from around the United States. 
The material gathered by the FREEDOM 
HIGHWAY project describes a world view in 
which the most highly espoused value is that 
of patriotism, an unquestioning devotion to god 
and country which leaves no room for doubt or 
dissent. Perhaps most disturbing is that it stems 
equally from ignorance as from arrogance. 

Wednesday March 29  Talking Radio
2:00 pm – 2:30 pm  Artist Interviews: Marian van der Zon, Linda Rae Dornan,
   Marc-André Roy, Emmanuel Madan

6:30 pm – 7:00 pm  Marian van der Zon The Cultural Voice
   Linda Rae Dornan  Do You Remember? Marshwalk & Blinded
   Marc-André Roy  Where do you stand on a given thought
   and where does it go without you?
   Emmanuel Madan  FREEDOM HIGHWAY

Broadcast Program
 on CFCR 90.5 FM
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tobias c. van Veen is a renegade theorist and 
pirate, techno-turntablist and writer based 
in Montréal. Hailing from Vancouver, tobias 
performed and organised technoculture 
interventions on the West Coast of North 
America throughout the ‘90s. Since 1993 he 
has directed conceptual and sound-art events, 
online interventions and radio broadcasts 
working with STEIM, Mutek, the New Forms 
Festival, the Banff Centre, the Video-In, 
Upgrade! International, the Vancouver New 
Music Society and Hexagram. His work has 
appeared in CTheory, EBR, Bad Subjects, 
Leonardo, FUSE (contributing editor), e/i 
(columnist), the Wire, HorizonZero and through 
Autonomedia, among others. His Dj sets have 
appeared on BetaLounge.com, Burn.fm, 
NoType.com’s BricoLodge sublabel and 
Techno.ca. With Winnipeg’s DJ Fishead he hosts 
the net.radio mix ControltoChaos.ca. An article 
discussing his experimental work with turntable 
scripts appeared in Leonardo Music Journal 
13. tobias is a doctoral candidate in Philosophy 
& Communication Studies at McGill University, 
writing on the philosophy of technology and 
AfroFuturism. He currently hosts the Upgrade 
Montréal [theupgrade.sat.qc.ca] and is Concept 
Engineer at the Society for Arts and Technology 
[sat.qc.ca]. 

Air.Strike was created as a one hour sound-
art piece for radio-art broadcast. It plays 
with the ambiguity of radio reception and the 
expectations that underlie radio broadcast 
(reception, context, transmission), albeit 
transferred to the net-radio domains of the 
21C. Taking as his thematic the rise in terrorist 
uses of nebulous transmissions (the Net, 
radio, underground media), and the training of 
violent cultures via virtual worlds (such as the 
US Army’s game “America’s Army,”) van Veen 
utilises samples from the popular, online First 
Person Shooter game, Counter-Strike. These 
samples include in-game sounds (gunfire, 
explosions) and the live audio comments 
of the players. As a feedback effect of the 
performative engagement with gaming culture, 
audio was recorded onto tape cassette with 
the windows open in Montréal, allowing the 
busy Côte-des-Neiges throughfare to bleed 
through into the online realm. Further sonic 
references throughout Air.Strike include Detroit 
techno patterns (non-representational and 
interstellar dreams of the AfroFuturist), low-
range bass drones (earth-shattering explosions), 
microsound soundscapes derived from field 
recordings (meditative, quiet refractions of 
sound into granular clouds) and other elements 
of sonic manipulation that generate the marks of 

the alien—an offworld, areferential soundscape 
that, despite its dreamlike qualities, is all too 
close to Earth. 

Inferno Speed Gown is a Winnipeg sound 
project that since 2003 has been messing around 
with melodics and field recordings, working on 
integrating a schizophrenic interest in narrative, 
voices and dissonant ambience.

Viewmaster & Remote Republic: urban longing, 
airplanes overhead calling you to cities you’ve 
been in and cities you haven’t. Blinding sunlight, 
coffee, flat, flat prairies. Time moves slowly and 
glitters.

Thursday March 30  Nebulous Transmissions
2:00 pm – 2:30pm   Artist Interviews: tobias c. van Veen, Inferno Speed Gown

7:00pm – 7:30pm   tobias c. van Veen  Air.Strike
    Inferno Speed Gown  Viewmaster & Remote Republic

Broadcast Program
 on CFCR 90.5 FM
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Debashis Sinha is a Toronto-based 
percussionist interested in seeking out the 
threads that bind disparate musical and 
percussive traditions. He is a member of 
autorickshaw and Maza Mezé, two of Canada’s 
most well-known world music ensembles, both 
with Juno nominations for Best World Music 
Album (2002 and 2005). As a composer and 
sound designer, Sinha has created work for 
his various groups as well as for CD, dance 
and theatre, all the while guided by his own 
vision of what he terms the “post traditional” 
ethic, where focus is placed on the flow 
between traditional music making and modern 
compositional and improvisational techniques, 
thereby embracing the full spectrum of sound 
and performance.  Sinha’s new attention to 
the world of audio art has resulted in his first 
artist-in-residence commission at the 2006 Deep 
Wireless Festival of Sound Art.

“redo/speaking song uses fragments of PA 
announcements, street sounds, and temple 
singing by devotees high on bhang, recorded 
one memorable night in Gaya, India.  The 
listener is moved from my own internal 
heartbeat to the heartbeat of the world around 
them.” (D. S.)

“jaal mala (garland of water) is a path through 
and along the Hoogly river in Kolkata, India, 
starting at Belur Math, the headquarters of the 
Ramakrishna Mission monastic order and a 
place very dear to my heart.  The genesis of the 
piece came while watching my father descend 
the bathing steps to wash his feet in the water.  
Using the sounds of the riverbank, I went along 
and inward to finally come out washed clean on 
the other side, in the streets of Kolkata.” (D. S.)

Greater Persicope Orchestra 
(Clifton & Joanna, Banff, AB)
Clifton has been producing music as The 
Broken Robot for several years. His work 
has been distributed by 8bitrecs.com online. 
Professionally he practices interface problem 
solving and writes on the innovations and 
methods of the field.  He has spoken on his own 
projects, as well as on the future of eCommerce 
and on education within the design field. He has 
co-authored an eCommerce development book 
and written on personalization through Flash. He 
has also co-designed a good number of browser 
based systems, ranging from government 
intranets and a global legal product, to a 
desktop for real estate agents and a language 

learning system for students. His work during 
his masters degree brought forth a theoretical 
framework for designing a language learning 
system. This and other work can be viewed at 
his web site infostyling.com.  Joanna is an artist 
and lecturer in Fine Art. She has a Masters 
in Fine Art from Edinburgh University and a 
Masters in Hypermedia from the University 
of Westminster.  Her work has been shown in 
galleries, at film festivals and online including 
Ikon Gallery in UK, Galeria del Grabado de Chile 
in Santiago, the Imperial War Museum London, 
and the International Film Festival Rotterdam. 

Mountain Therapy
“Our work comes out of a belief in what we term 
Open Source Conversation. We use recordings 
of on-the-fly songmaking and conversation 
which we remix electronically. We are 
interested in using electronic music software 
to encourage traditional participation in lyric 
and melody making. Often it is the focus of your 
involvement as a musician or the creation of 
a social space through the objects of music 
making - instruments, mixers, laptops -  that is 
as fun or compelling as the sound produced. 
To this end we have staged a number of events 
using situations as a source: conversations 
on Scottish and Canadian mountains while 
pretending to be broadcasting radio, jamming to 
the recording of the equipment set-up, singing 
songs about the moon from moon rise to set at 
Bantham Bay, Devon, England. In Rotterdam 
we performed ‘Tea with Live Jam’ where we 
invited people to tea which we recorded and 
then remixed live as after-tea-entertainment. 

In Banff we held an electronic ‘Spaghetti Jam’ 
for residency artists using our recordings of the 
artist’s presentations as a base track and as a 
final show arranged a fire-pit sing-a-long with 
song sheets of a selection of our field-recording 
songs such as ‘Italians on the Moon’ and ‘Sheep 
on the Beach.’ Radio has been our preferred 
format for output.” (G.P.O.)

 

Friday March 31  The Cocktail Hour
2:00 pm – 2:30 pm  Artist Interviews: Debashis Sinha, Greater Periscope Orchestra
2:30 pm – 3:00 pm  Live Interviews: Radio Cabaret Artists (see next page)

6:30 pm – 7:00 pm  Debashis Sinha  redo/speaking song & jaal mala (garland of water)
   Greater Periscope Orchestra  Mountain Therapy

Broadcast Program
 on CFCR 90.5 FM

 friday m
arch 31



W.L. Altman  The Idea of Saskatoon 

During the week preceding the performance, 
W.L. Altman will collect representative sounds 
from Saskatoon and surrounding area, along 
with spoken text from residents, relating their 
impressions of what Saskatoon means to 
them. The text contributors will be from two 
distinct generations, school-aged children and 
retirement-aged adults. In the live performance, 
the collected sound materials will be combined 
with real-time contributions collected in the 
hall and/or over the telephone, presenting a 
non-linear, non-narrative radio documentary. 
This approach resembles the piece-meal, 
coincidental, snapshot process by which we 
experience and construct our idea of a place. 
The harmony and dissonance of all these 
memories and experiences - call them “local 
gestalts” - come together as a single idea, the 
Idea of Saskatoon.

W.L. Altman is a musician and interdisciplinary 
artist whose work focuses on real-time processes 
in live performance settings.  Among his various 
performance vehicles is “The 1-Handed Jam,” a 

two-hour radio programme broadcast on CHMA-FM, 
Sackville NB.  He creates extended pieces in real 
time from location recordings, text gambits and other 
diverse sonic sources, exotic and mundane, which 
he may have found by chance, or might generate 
on the spot in the studio. His other work, including 
installation, multi-media performance, composed 
and improvised music for concert, theatre and 
dance, exhibits similar experimentation with the 
hidden workings of sound, investigating its function 
as mediator between outer and inner worlds, and 
as social, psychological and spiritual conduit. W.L. 
Altman is a native of Saskatoon.  He counts among his 
most valued mentors, Dr. Monte Keene Pishny-Floyd, 
who taught him music composition at the University 
of Saskatchewan, and who sparked an appreciation 
for the delicate and indestructible, the simple and 
complex interconnection of all things.

Terry Billings  Love Songs for Hermits

Love Songs for Hermits is composed of bio-
acoustic and ambient recordings of hermit 
thrushes and veeries. Both of these kinds of 
thrushes are endemic to the Saskatoon area. 
Within the composition, a human voice responds 
with another version of this tune.

Terry Billings currently lives in Saskatoon where 
she teaches studio courses at the University of 
Saskatchewan. Her video, audio and installation 
works examine the relationship of nature and culture 
and investigate boundaries between public forms 
of understanding subjective experience. She has 
exhibited her work nationally and in the United States.

Ellen Moffat  Nervouse

This multi-channel audio work investigates 
notions of place and transience. It considers 
a third space between the locale and the non-
place, a space which suggests resonance and 
association, yet maintains an ambiguity between 
presentness and placelessness. 

Ellen Moffat’s work spans multi-media installation, 
public art and contract cultural work. She has 
organized and participated in numerous public art 
projects, off-site events, exhibitions and residencies 
with public galleries, artist-run centres and with rural 
communities. Her work explores notions of place 
and the subjective/collective voice. Her interest 
in the public space is an area for dialogue, social 
engagement and interaction. She is currently based in 
Saskatoon.

Taras Polataiko
15 Soviet Anthems Mixed as Pyramid

To make 15 Soviet Anthems Mixed as Pyramid, 
Taras Polataiko took national anthems of the 
15 ex-Soviet republics and built a pyramid out 
of them by stacking them on top of each other 

in sound-editing software. The longest anthem 
(Uzbekistan, 4 min 20 sec) became the base of 
the pyramid. The shortest (Moldavia, 1 min 57 
sec) is the pyramid’s top.

Taras Polataiko was born in Chernivtsi, Ukraine and 
immigrated to Saskatoon in 1990. He holds a B.F.A. 
from Stroganov Museum of Fine and Industrial Arts, 
Moscow, Russia (major: painting, drawing) and a 
M.F.A. (painting, performance, critical theory) from 
the University of Saskatchewan, Saskatoon. He is a 
performance artist and painter who has consistently 
used his work to explore political history and memory, 
sometimes referring to his own Ukrainian origin.

Jon Vaughn

Jon Vaughn will create an electro-orchestral 
piece that he will attempt to perform himself, 
using tapes and many tape recorders/players. 
“As the compact disc is the medium that 
interacts with computers and digital audio, the 
audio cassette is historically what has been 
used to document, sample or record the radio 
waves.” (J.V.)

A quintessential ‘bad seed’ who sparks creative 
mutations, Jon Vaughn’s practice is prolific, spanning 
DJing, improvisation, production, composition, event 
programming, VJing, painting, workshop facilitation, 
and playing zombies in low-budget quickies. Vaughn’s 
electronic and electroacoustic music production 
works with experimental concepts and approaches 
to cultures of sound and how they are organized 
and connected or not, and why, while also exploiting 
various techno genres through his energetic, 

Friday March 31   Live Radio Cabaret 
    Venue: 20 Above, 2nd floor, 424-20th Street West, Saskatoon
8:30 pm     Doors open 
9:00 pm – 10:30 pm   Cabaret at 20 Above and simulcast on CFCR 90.5 FM
    Live performances/diffusion by: 
    W.L. Altman, Terry Billings, Ellen Moffat,
    Taras Polataiko, Jon Vaughn, Mehta Youngs



seamless, and shockingly fun style of performance. 
Jon Vaughn is co-Director of the BricoLodge 
net.label with fellow artist and main-brain Carrie 
Gates, which is a culmination of their pan-Canadian 
and International love networks, which span other 
net.labels (on which you will find more of Vaughn’s 
releases) such as NoType, Panospria, Nishi & Slapart. 
Vaughn also helps develop the fabric of his community 
by organizing events with his colleagues. 

Mehta Youngs

Mehta will improvise an audio piece that 
employs unstable connections as the primary 
mode of affecting the sound input. The audio 
signal will travel through a series of analog 
panels with imperfect connection nodes. Inputs 
will include turntable, microphone, oscillator, 
radio and converted VHS signal.

Mehta Youngs is a Saskatoon-based composer and 
musician. He has written and performed works in 
a variety of musical styles and genres, currently 
focusing on electroacoustic / improv / rock. Mehta 
is also an actor and playwright with no followup, 
with whom he wrote and produced five consecutive 
successful comedy shows between 2001-05.

A free workshop to explore soundscapes 
and how the sound environment affects our 
perception, particularly in urban spaces. A 
creative and conceptual workshop of value 
to anyone working with sound, facilitated by 
one of Canada’s leading experts in immersive 
soundscapes.

Charles Fox is an Associate Professor at the 
University of Regina Department of Media 
Production and Studies. His work in video, 
installation and audio arts and experimental 
film has been exhibited in Canada and abroad 
since 1973. He is also noted for his documentary 
productions, and his work in multi-channel 
audio has been published and presented in 
international forums.

Saturday March 25  Audio Awareness and Sound Gathering in the City

11 am – 3:00 pm   Instructor: Charles Fox

Saturday April 1  Build your own FM mini transmitter

1:00pm – 5:00 pm  Instructor: Carrie Gates

WoRkshops

Learn how to build a mini FM transmitter from 
basic electronic components - no experience 
required!  This FM transmitter can broadcast for 
1-2 blocks off of a 9V battery and the frequency 
can be adjusted, making this a great model for 
artists working with installation, performance 
art, instrument making, or experimental sound.  
A great introduction to small electronics!  All 
parts are provided, and you get to take your 
working mini FM transmitter home with you!

Pre-registration and materials fee of $25 required. 
To register, contact thirza@pavedarts.ca
or telephone 652-5543.

Carrie Gates is a Saskatoon-based artist 
whose work over the last  decade has 
spanned electroacoustic improv, experimental 
turntablism, performance art, web design, 
VJing, event coordination, and situations.  She is 
currently working as a Research Assistant at the
Human-Computer Interaction Laboratory at the 
University of Saskatchewan, where she studies 
interactivity between DJs, VJs, and audiences in
nightclubs.  Carrie is an advocate for artist-run 
and DIY culture, and she runs an experimental 
music net.label, BricoLodge, with fellow audio 
artist Jon Vaughn.  Web sites include www.
notype.com/bricolodge, www.vinylinterventions.
com and http://homepage.usask.ca/~cdg118.



Repeat Broadcasts on CFCR 90.5 FM Community Radio 

Monday, April 3  6:30-7:00pm Talking Radio 
Tuesday, April 4  6:30-7:00pm Circumnavigation 
Wednesay, April 5  7:00-7:30pm Cocktail Hour
Thursday, April 6  7:00-7:30pm Nebulous Transmissions
Friday, April 7  6:30-7:00pm Anna Friz Vacant City Radio
Monday, April 10  6:30-7:00pm Radio Cabaret recorded live (part 1)
Tuesday, April 11  6:30-7:00pm Radio Cabaret recorded live (part 2)
Wednesday, April 12  6:30-7:00pm Radio Cabaret recorded live (part 3)
Thursday, April 13  7:00-7:30pm Circumnavigation
Friday, April 14  6:30-7:00pm Nebulous Transmissions

Listening Lounge/Resource Centre
Visit the Lounge at paved, where you can listen to and purchase CDs 
by project artists, and explore books, magazines and information about 
audio art, soundscapes and community radio activism.

Lounge hours: March 29 – April 15, Wednesday – Saturday 12 pm – 6 pm.

This project is supported by a Dissemination Project Grant from the Media Arts Section of the 
Canada Council for the Arts.

The project title “This City is a Radio” is used by kind permission of Whitney Smith.

For additional information, contact Timothy Dallett, Artistic Director, paved Art + New Media,
tel. (306) 652-5502 or <tim@pavedarts.ca>.

Design: Trevor Greenbank  [306] 382.8936

paved Art + New Media
424 - 20th Street West
Saskatoon SK S7M 0X4
(306) 652-5502
www.pavedarts.ca


